[Changes in EEG-complexity after subcortical ischemic brain damage].
Complexity analysis of the EEG is a relatively new field in theoretical and clinical electrophysiology. The authors present results of EEG-analysis in a patient with stroke, utilizing the sensitivity of the new procedures with respect to linear and nonlinear synchronization. The EEG (19 channels) was recorded in a patient with subcortical unilateral ischaemic completed stroke involving the frontoparietal white matter while leaving the cortex intact and in 12 healthy controls in eyes open and in eyes closed conditions. In the patient, increased Omega-complexity was found in slow (delta, theta) and lower alpha frequencies in the side of the stroke and in high frequencies (beta2 in eyes closed, alpha2, beta1 and beta2 in eyes open conditions) in the intact side. Synchronization likelihood was higher in the ischaemic side in the beta2 (eyes closed) and both in the beta1 and beta2 (eyes open) frequencies. Increasing Omega-complexity caused by eyes opening was markedly reduced in the patient in the beta frequencies compared to that seen in the controls. The difference was more conspicuous in the side of the infarct and involved not only the beta but also the alpha frequencies as well. Opening the eyes decreased synchronization likelihood in all frequency bands in the controls and also in the patient except the alpha2, beta1 and beta2 bands in the side of the lesion. The increased Omega-complexity and decreased synchronization likelihood in the slow frequencies in the infarcted side is probably the result of lesioned interneuronal connections lowering the level of cooperation of neuronal systems involved in this type of activity. The increased Omega-complexity and decreased synchronization likelihood caused by eyes opening could not be observed in the beta and alpha frequencies in the side of the lesion, possibly caused by damaged thalamocortical connections.